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Abstract  

Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) treatments are being tested clinically for a range of 
disorders. However, ex vivo expansion of hMSCs is still depending on human or animal source 
extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules. These ECM molecules are expensive to manufacture, have 
limited scalability and high batch-to-batch variability. Surface modification techniques have 
been instrumental in the development of scaffolds that promote cell-surface interactions. In this 
study, the surface of graphene oxide (GO) was modified in order to promote the attachment and 
proliferation of mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs). YIGSR, WYQNMIR, IKVAV and QHREDGS 
peptide sequences derived from ECM adhesion peptides were combined alternatively to form 
oligopeptides and each oligopeptide was attached to GO through π-π and electrostatic 
interactions. The presence of peptide bond in the GO/peptide composites were confirmed by 
using modified Lowry method. The GO/Peptide-IKVAV composite showed increase proliferation 
rate and better attachment of hMSCs at day 1 as compared to GO substrate. In addition, the 
GO/Peptide-IKVAV composite proved to be a suitable environment for the time-dependent 
viability of hMSCs. The data obtained here collectively demonstrates that the GO/Peptide-
IKVAV composite is a potential substrate for the adhesion and proliferation of hMSCs.  
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